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Abstract
General objects are classes of individual objects that are considered to be extents of concepts
of a formal context. In this paper, di3erent contexts with general objects are de4ned and their
conceptual structure and relation to other contexts is analyzed with methods of Formal Concept
Analysis.
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1. Introduction
In his book “Logic and Information” [1], Keith Devlin discusses the problem of
individuation, i.e. the question, how we come to see objects in the world as objects
of consideration. He points out that it is always a matter of purpose what parts of
the world are individuated as objects. These objects are not necessarily atomic entities,
incapable of subdivision within the scheme of individuation (cf. [1, p. 203]).
In many applications of data analysis, a need appears to deal not only with individual
objects, but also to individuate classes of individual objects, the so-called general
objects. The idea for a Formal Concept Analysis that can deal with general objects arose
when we tried to tie together the language of symbolic objects and Formal Concept
Analysis (cf. [5]). Diday has often emphasized the capability to handle classes of
objects as an important advantage of the language of symbolic objects (cf. e.g. [2,3]).
In our approach for a Formal Concept Analysis for general objects, we start with the
assumption that all interesting classes of individual objects are formed by concepts of
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formal contexts. (For this paper, the basic notions of Formal Concept Analysis are
assumed to be known. If not, please refer to [4].) The assumption is founded in detail
in [6] by a philosophically and historically justi4ed approach for a Contextual Logic
(see also [10]). Here, we focus on the mathematical theory.
From the mathematical point of view (not from the philosophical!), concepts can be
reduced to their extents. Hence, if we consider the general objects to be always formed
by formal concepts, we can suppose that they are extents of a formal context.
For developing our Formal Concept Analysis for general objects, we de4ne di3erent
contexts with general objects and analyze their conceptual structure in relation to the
contexts that determine the general objects. For these contexts with general objects,
we consider two kinds of attributes, universal and particular attributes. An attribute is
called universal, if all individual objects of the class have the attribute, and the attribute
is called particular if at least one individual object of a class has the attribute. In the
next section, we will examine contexts with universal attributes, the class contexts; in
Sections 3 and 4, extent contexts, i.e. contexts with particular attributes, are considered.
2. Class contexts
The following de4nition speci4es the notion of class context as a context with
general objects and universal attributes, i.e. its relation is determined by the condition
“every element of the class has the attribute”.
Denition 1. Let KM := (G;M; IM ) and KN := (G;N; IN ) be two formal contexts with
identical sets of objects and U(KN ):= {BIN IN |B ⊆ N} the set of extents of KN . The
context K∗M;N := (U(KN ); M; I∗M ) with
U I∗M m :⇔ ∀g∈U : g IM m
is called the class context of KM over KN .
Thus, in the class context of KM over KN , we consider classes of objects that are
classi4ed by means of the attribute set N . The conceptual structure of these classes is
analyzed with regard to the attribute set M .
Let us consider an example, taken from Roget’s Thesaurus [8]. Fig. 1 shows a small
extract of the whole thesaurus, mathematized in a formal context. The objects of this
context Kobject=intellect are all the word forms (strings) being in the neighborhood of the
word form object (i.e. its closest synonyms) and the attributes are the classi4ers by
which Roget’s Thesaurus is structured. We did not take all of the 1040 classi4ers, but
only those in the class Intellect in which any of the considered word forms appear. The
incidence relation of the context is given by the condition “the word form is classi4ed
by the classi4er”. (This formalization of Roget’s Thesaurus by Formal Concept Analysis
was 4rst proposed by Wille and Priss, see [7].) The concept lattice of the Kobject=intellect ,
shown in Fig. 1, reOects the order that is given on the classi4ers by Roget.
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Fig. 1. Roget context Kobject=intellect and its concept lattice.
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Fig. 2. Roget context Ksemicolon-groups.
The neighborhood of the word form object is determined by the so-called semicolon-
groups that contain, for each class in which the word form object appears, its clos-
est synonyms. The corresponding context Ksemicolon-groups is given in Fig. 2. Its at-
tributes are the categories, together with the numerical description of the semicolon
groups.
With these two contexts, we can construct the class context of Kobject=intellect over
Ksemicolon-groups. Its concept lattice is presented in Fig. 3.
For understanding how the concept lattice of the class context is related to the con-
cept lattices of the contexts KM and KN , we consider a smaller example. In Fig. 4, two
contexts and the corresponding class context are shown, each of them with its concept
lattice. The black points in the line diagram of B(KM ) suggest how the concept lattice
B(K∗M;N ) of the class context can be embedded into B(KM ) as a
∨
-subsemilattice.
The image of the embedding is not a sublattice since, for example, the object concepts
(2) and (3)∈B(KM ) have a meet (2) ∧ (3) that does not belong to the image of
B(K∗M;N ) under the
∨
-embedding. We can prove the existence of the embedding in
general.
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Fig. 3. Concept lattice of the class context of Kobject=intellect over Ksemicolon-groups.
Lemma 1. The mapping ’ :B(K∗M;N ) → B(KM ) with ’(A; B):= (BIM ; B) is a∨
- embedding.
Proof. All extents U ∈U(KN ) satisfy UI∗M =
⋂
g∈U g
IM . Therefore; all object intents of
K∗M;N are also intents of KM ; and ’ is well de4ned. The
∨
-faithfulness is
proved by
’
(∨
t∈T
(At; Bt)
)
=’

(⋂
t∈T
Bt
)I∗
;
⋂
t∈T
Bt


=

(⋂
t∈T
Bt
)IM
;
⋂
t∈T
Bt


=
∨
t∈T
(’(BI
∗
t ; Bt)):
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Fig. 4. Two contexts and their class context with concept lattices.
Since the concept lattice of the class context is a subsemilattice of B(KM ), we can
simplify the conceptual structure of KM by the construction of a class context, i.e. by
considering only classes of objects instead of individual objects. In this way, we obtain
a partial view on the conceptual structure of KM .
One special case is worth to be mentioned explicitly. If we have KM = KN , the
corresponding class context has a concept lattice that is isomorphic to B(KM ). This
can be seen when we realize that every intent of KM is an object intent of K∗M;M and
vice versa. Since all intents can be obtained as intersection of object intents, the intents
of KM and K∗M;M are identical. Thus, the
∨
-embedding ’ from Lemma 1 is even an
order-isomorphism for KM =KN . That means the conceptual structure of K∗M;M only
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yields a new perspective on the concept lattice of KM . Looking at the line diagram
of the concept lattice of the class context K∗object=intellect;object=intellect , for example at a
classi4er C of the context Kobject=intellect , we could not read o3 the word forms being
in the class of C but all classes of words being subclasses of the class, that means for
an attribute m not the individual objects having m as attribute but all extents consisting
of objects with the common attribute m.
The relation between the concept lattice of the class context and the concept lattice
of KM that we have described in Lemma 1 can be further explored. The following
proposition states that every
∨
-subsemilattice of B(KM ) can be represented as the
concept lattice of a class context of KM over a suitable context KN .
Proposition 2. Let KM := (G;M; I) be a 9nite formal context and let S be a
∨
-
subsemilattice of B(KM ). Then there exists a formal context KN such that the con-
cept lattice of the class context of KM over KN is isomorphic to S.
Proof. Let KM := (G;M; I) be a formal context; let S be a
∨
-subsemilattice of B(KM )
and let U(S):= {A | (A; B)∈ S} be the set of extents of concepts in S.
In the context KN := (G;U(S);∈), all A∈U(S) satisfy A∈=A. Thus, we have U(S) ⊆
U(KN ), and for every extent B∈U(KN ), there is a subset TB ⊆ U(S) with B=
⋂
U∈TB U
(because the attribute concepts are
∧
-dense in the concept lattice of KN ).
The class context of KM over KN is de4ned by K∗M;N := (U(KN ); M; I∗). Since we
have UI
∗
:= {m∈M | ∀g∈Ug I m} = UI for all U ∈U(S), every object B =⋂U∈TB U
of the class context satis4es
BI
∗
:= {m∈M | ∀U ∈TB ∀g∈U : g I m}=
⋂
U∈TB
U I =
( ∨
U∈TB
U
)I
:
This implies that the set of intents of K∗M;N equals the set of intents of concepts in S.
With it, the mapping ’ :B(K∗M;N )→ S with ’(A; B):= (BI ; B) is an order-isomorphism.
In the next section, we will consider contexts with general objects and particular
attributes. We start with the special case that the general objects are determined by
the attributes that are considered for the data analysis themselves. The case of contexts
having as objects the extents of another context will be discussed in the last section.
3. Extent contexts
The main di3erence between class contexts and extent contexts are the incidence
relations that are not determined by universal attributes but by particular attributes.
That means, a class U has the attribute m if there is one object in U that has m.
When we consider this kind of contexts in the following section, we always restrict to
4nite contexts.
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Fig. 5. Concept lattice of the extent context of Kobject=intellect from Fig. 1.
3.1. The extent context of a context
Denition 2. For a formal context K:= (G;M; I) with the set U(K) of extents; the
context KU:= (U(K); M; IU) with
UIUm :⇔ ∃g∈U : g I m
is called the extent context of K.
Fig. 5 shows the concept lattice of the extent context of the Roget context pre-
sented in Fig. 1. The attributes are again the classi4ers of Roget’s Thesaurus, and
the objects are extents of the concept lattice from Fig. 1. We wrote U(Grammar)
for the extent of the attribute concept of Grammar and U(Grammar, Meaning) for
{Grammar;Meaning}I . Looking at this line diagram, we can, for example, follow the
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Fig. 6. Context, extent context and their concept lattices.
lines of descent from a classi4er C, then we can read o3 all the classes having common
word forms (of the neighborhood of the word form object) with C.
For explaining how a context and its extent context are related, we consider a
smaller example, given in Fig. 6. Looking at these contexts, we can see that only
the “maximal rows” seem to determine the extent context. This assumption can be
stated more precisely and will be proved in Lemma 3. Since, in all contexts with-
out full lines, the object concepts that belong to those maximal rows are atoms of
the concept lattice, we will call the corresponding objects the atoms of the
context.
Denition 3. In a formal context K:= (G;M; I); the object g∈G is called an atom of
the context K if all h∈G with hI ⊇ gI satisfy hI =gI . The set of all atoms is denoted
by A.
The extent context of a context K can completely be described by means of the
atoms of K, because the object intents of the extent context KU are always unions of
object intents of atoms of K. This is stated more precisely in the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Each extent U ∈U(K) of a formal context K satis9es
UIU =
⋃
a∈U∩A
aI :
Proof. We have UIU={m∈M | ∃g∈U : g I m}=⋃g∈U gI . Furthermore; for each object
g∈U; there is an a∈A with aI ⊇ gI . Since U =UII ; we have a∈U and this implies⋃
a∈U∩A a
I =
⋃
g∈U g
I = UIU .
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This lemma shows that the extent contexts are not invariant under reduction and
clari4cation of K. If there is an object g∈G with gI =M (i.e. a full row) then KU
has only full rows. Thus, if there are full rows, clari4cation changes the extent context.
If there are equal rows or columns in the context, the extent context of the clari4ed
context has di3erent sets of objects or attributes, resp., but the concept lattices are
isomorphic. That is why we will always assume the contexts K to have no objects or
attributes with identical object intents and attribute extents, resp.
For understanding the general structure of the extent context, we will formulate
criteria when two columns or rows in the extent contexts are equal. Let K:= (G;M; I) be
a formal context. From Lemma 3, we can deduce for all U1; U2 ∈U(K) the equivalence
UIU1 = U
IU
2 ⇔ U1 ∩A= U2 ∩A:
That means, two extents of the formal context K have equal object intents in KU if
and only if they contain the same atoms. Analogously for the attributes: two attributes
have the same attribute extents if and only if their attribute extents contain the same
atoms. This can be seen by
U ∈mIU ⇔∃g∈U : g I m
⇔∃a∈U ∩A : a I m
⇔U ∩A ∩ mI = ∅:
and thus
mIU = nIU ⇔A ∩ mI =A ∩ nI :
With it, we have an easy criterion for the clari4cation of the extent context KU. We
take the equivalence classes of the equivalence relation ∼M with
m ∼M n :⇔ mI ∩A= nI ∩A
on the set M of attributes and the equivalence classes of the equivalence relation ∼U
with
U1 ∼U U2 :⇔ U1 ∩A= U2 ∩A
on the set U(K) of objects of KU. By this, we obtain a clari4ed context. Since the
set UA:= {X II |X ⊆ A} ⊆ U(K) of all closures of the subsets of A form a set of
representatives of the equivalence classes of ∼U, we can deduce that the maximal rows
of K determine the extent context KU. This leads us to the following notion.
Denition 4. For a formal context K:= (G;M; I) the clari4ed context of the subcontext
(A; M; I ∩ A × M) of K is called the atomistic context of K. It is denoted by
KA:= (A; MA; I ∩A×MA). A context A is called atomistic if it satis4es A=AA.
In Fig. 7 we present the atomistic context KA of the context K of Fig. 6, together
with its extent context (KA)U and their concept lattices. This example gives us a hint
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Fig. 7. Atomistic context and extent context of the context in Fig. 6 with their concept lattices.
how the concept lattices of the extent context of a context is related to the ex-
tent context of its atomistic context. Their isomorphy can be proved in the general
case.
Proposition 4. For each context; the clari9ed extent context is isomorphic to the
extent context of its atomistic context. In particular; two contexts have isomorphic
extent contexts if and only if their atomistic contexts are isomorphic.
Proof. Let K:= (G;M; I) be a formal context and KA:= (A; MA; I ∩A×MA) be its
atomistic context. By means of Lemma 3; the clari4ed extent context of K can be
written as K′U:= (UA; MA; IU ∩ UA ×MA).
For proving the isomorphism of K′U and (KA)U, we consider the mapping ’ :U(KA)
→ UA with ’(U )=UII . It must be shown that ’ is bijective and that all U ∈U(KA)
and m∈MA satisfy U JAm ⇔ ’(U )IUm where JA is de4ned as the relation of the
context (KA)U, i.e. JA:= (I ∩A×MA)U.
The mapping ’ is surjective since all extents X II ∈UA satisfy X II ∩A∈U(KA).
Furthermore, ’ is injective because, for the extents U1; U2 ∈U(KA), the condition
UII1 = U
II
2 always implies U1 = U2 (since we have U
II ∩A= U ).
For every attribute m∈UJA there is an object g∈U ⊆ UII with g I m, therefore we
have UII IUm. Conversely, for every attribute m∈UII IU there is an atom a∈UII ∩A
with a I m. Since we have UII ∩A= U it follows mJAU .
That means, if we have a context K and want to determine the extent context, it
suPces to construct the extent context (KA)U of the atomistic context of K (that
might be signi4cantly smaller) because the concept lattice of (KA)U is isomorphic to
B(KU). This o3ers an e3ective method to determine the concept lattice of an extent
context.
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3.2. The extent context of lattices
Now, let us consider the problem from the level of the lattices. How are an arbitrary
4nite lattice V and the concept lattice of the extent context of K related, if K describes
V , i.e. V ∼= B(K)? As the construction of the extent context is not invariant under
reduction, the shape of the extent context of a lattice depends on the underlying context
K. This leads to the following de4nition.
Denition 5. Let V be a 4nite lattice and let K be a formal context with V ∼= B(K).
The context KU is called the extent context of V with regard to K. A formal context
U is called an extent context of the lattice V if there is a context K such that U is
the extent context of V with regard to K.
In order to 4nd all extent contexts of a lattice V (up to isomorphism), we 4rst
have to characterize all relevant contexts that can describe V . The Basic Theorem of
Formal Concept Analysis (cf. e.g. [4]) states that V is isomorphic to B(V; V;6). The
corresponding extent context (V; V;6)U is (up to isomorphism and clari4cation) the
largest extent context of V because every context that is larger has identical columns
or rows and they do not change the structure of the extent context.
Up to isomorphism and clari4cation, all smaller contexts that describe V can be
obtained from (V; V;6) by deletion of full rows (if there is one, it is generated by
the bottom element 0V of V ) and reduction of the context (V \ {0V}; V;6). It follows
that all extent contexts of V can be represented as subcontexts of (V; V;6).
Which are the atomistic contexts to the subcontexts of (V; V;6)? Every context with
at least one full row has as atomistic context, the context with only one (full) row.
In every context K that describes V and has no full row, the atoms of the context K
correspond to the atoms of the lattice V because they have a maximal object intent.
It follows that the atomistic contexts (of contexts that describe V ) have the form
(A; W;6) where A is the set of atoms of V and W is a
∧
-dense subset of V . We
can deduce that the largest atomistic context of V is the context (A; V;6). This leads
us to the following de4nition.
Denition 6. For a 4nite lattice V with its set A of atoms; the context KV := (A; V;6)
is called the atom context of V .
Now, we can describe how the lattice and its largest extent context are related.
Lemma 5. The largest clari9ed extent context of a 9nite lattice V is isomorphic to
the context (U(KV );U(KV );T) where U1TU2 :⇔ U1 ∩ U2 = ∅.
In general, a clari4ed extent context of V is isomorphic to a context (U(KV );M;T)
where M is a
⋂
-dense subset of U(KV ).
Proof. We already said that the atomistic contexts describing V have; up to isomor-
phism and clari4cation; the form (A; W;6) where W is a
∧
-dense subset of V . Such
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a context (A; W;6) is isomorphic to a context (A;M;∈) with M = {(v] | v∈W} ⊆
U(KV ) if every attribute is replaced by its attribute extent in the atom context KV .
Furthermore, we have U(KV ) = {(v] | v∈V} and since W is ∧-dense in V , there
exists, for all v∈V , a subset T ⊆ W with (v] = (∧w∈T w] =⋂w∈T (w]: It follows that
M is
⋂
-dense in U(KV ).
The extent context of (A;M;∈) is the context (U(KV );M;T), because we have
U(A;M;∈U) = U(KV ) and
U1 ∈UU2 :⇔∃g∈U1 : g∈U2
⇔U1 ∩ U2 = ∅
⇔U1TU2:
Obviously, U(KV ) is its largest subset, and thus, the context (U(KV );U(KV );T) is the
largest extent context of V .
With this lemma, we know that the sets of objects and attributes of the extent
contexts can always be represented by a set of subsets of the atoms of V . By means
of this set representation of the extent contexts, we can deduce information about the
concept lattice of the largest extent context (that is denoted VU). Firstly, we can derive
from the set representation of the context K, that VU is self-dual. Secondly, we can
determine the concept lattice VU of the largest extent context for a special class of
lattices, namely the distributive lattices.
3.3. Extent contexts of distributive lattices
Lemma 6. Let V be a 9nite distributive lattice and A the set of its atoms. Then;
the concept lattice VU of the largest extent context of V is isomorphic to the free
distributive lattice FCD(A) that is generated by A.
Proof. Distributivity of concept lattices of object reduced contexts is equivalent to the
condition that the union of extents is always an extent. That is why for every 4nite
distributive lattice V ; the concept lattice B(KV ) of the atom context is also distributive.
Then; B(KV ) is a Boolean lattice; because the concept lattice of an atomistic context
is also atomistic and every 4nite atomistic distributive lattice is Boolean (cf. [4]).
It follows that U(KV ) = P(A), and that is why the extent context of the atom
context KV is isomorphic to the context (P(A);P(A);T).
From B(P(A);P(A);T) ∼= FCD(A) we conclude the assertion.
An example is given in Fig. 8 where the Boolean lattice B3 and the concept lattice
VU of its largest extent context is shown. With the names of the elements given in the
4gure, the atom context of B3 is the context
KB3 := ({a; b; c}; {a; b; c; d; e; f; g; h};6):
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Fig. 8. Boolean lattice with concept lattice of its largest extent context.
The extent context (KB3 )U of this atom context has as object and attribute set the
power set over the three atoms, thus the concept lattice is isomorphic to FCD(3).
Knowing the structure of the concept lattice of the largest extent context, we can
specify the structure of the concept lattice of all smaller extent contexts of V . Let us
consider, in our example, a smaller atomistic context that describes B3, e.g.
K′:= ({a; b; c}; {a; c; d; e; f};6):
As Fig. 9 shows, the concept lattice of its extent context can be represented as a
quotient lattice of (B3)U. This relation can be proved for all distributive lattices.
Proposition 7. The concept lattice of each extent context of a 9nite distributive lattice
V is isomorphic to the quotient lattice of the free distributive lattice FCD(A) being
generated by the atoms A of V .
Proof. According to Lemma 5; every extent context of V is; up to isomorphism and
clari4cation; of the form (P(A);M;T)= : KM where M is a
⋂
-dense subset of
P(A).
B(KM) is a quotient lattice of VU if and only if the reduced context of KM is an
arrow-closed subcontext of (KV )U.
In the reduced context (KV )U, we have
T1 ↗ T2 ⇔ T1 = T c2 ⇔ T1 ↙ T2
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{a,b}
d e f
{a,c},{a,b,c}
{b}{a}
a
{c}
c
{}
{b,c}
Fig. 9. Concept lattice of the extent context of B3 with regard to K′, represented as the quotient lattice of
(B3)U.
that means in every row and every column, there is a double arrow. It follows that
the arrow-closed subcontext of (KV )U that is generated by M, is exactly the context
(Mc;M;T) with Mc:= {T c ∈P(A) |T ∈M}. Thus, it must only be shown that every
subset T ∈P(A) \Mc in the subcontext (P(A);M;T) is reducible.
Let T ∈P(A) \Mc be a subset and S ∈M mit T =TS. Since Sc ∈Mc is the only
subset of A with Sc ↙ S, we have ScT ⊂ TT. This implies TT=⋂T =TS ScT and thus,
T is reducible in (P(A);M;T).
With this proposition, we understand how distributive lattices and the concept lat-
tices of its extent contexts are related. For non-distributive lattices, we must develop
further notions.
3.4. The largest extent context of a lattice
According to Lemma 5, all extent contexts of a lattice V can be represented as a
subcontext of (U(KV );U(KV );T). Thus, the concept lattices of the extent contexts are
always isomorphic to a sub-semilattice of the lattice VU, the concept lattice of the
largest extent context. This leads us to a further analysis of the largest extent context.
For this we need a special context construction that shall be introduced.
Denition 7. For two contexts K1:= (G;K; I) and K2:= (K;M; J ); the context
K M
G
K
I I ◦ J
I ∗ J J
K1 K2:= (G ∪˙K; K ∪˙M; I ∪ J ∪ (I ◦ J ) ∪ (I ∗ J ))
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with I ◦ J := {(g; m)∈G ×M | ∃k ∈K : g I k and k J m} and I ∗ J := ⋃k∈K kJJ × kII is
called the concatenation of K1 and K2.
It is easy to prove that the largest extent context can always be represented as a
concatenation of the atom context KV with its dual context.
Lemma 8. For a lattice V and its atom context KV := (A; V;6); we have
A U(KV )
U(KV )
A
 T
= ∈
B((KV )U) ∼= B((KV )d  (KV )):
Proof. We have KV ∼= (A;U(KV );∈) and (A;U(KV );∈)d = (U(KV );A;) and
 ◦∈ = T. Furthermore; it is  ∗∈ = idA because all a∈A satisfy {a}∈∈ = {a} =
{a}. Thus; the relations are equal.
Since for all atoms a∈A the set {a} belongs to U(KV ), and since {a}TU is
equivalent to a∈U , there is, for each object g of the subcontext (A;U(KV );∈) and
for each attribute m of the subcontext (U(KV );A;), an object or attribute, resp., in
the subcontext (U(KV );U(KV );T) with identical object intent resp. attribute extent.
This implies that by clari4cation of (A;U(KV );∈)d  (A;U(KV );∈), we obtain
(U(KV );U(KV );T) that is, according to Lemma 5, isomorphic to (KV )U.
If we want to use this lemma to clarify how the concept lattice VU of the largest
extent context of a lattice V is related to V , we have to know how the concept lattice
of the concatenation is, in general, related to the concept lattices of its parts. For this,
we can consider the embedding of the parts into the large concept lattice that has been
presented in [9].
Lemma 9. Let K1:= (G;K; I) and K2:= (K;M; J ) be two formal contexts. Then; the
concept lattice of the concatenation K1 K2 is generated by the image -(K) under
the embedding -:K → B(K1 K2) with -(k):= (kI ∪ kJJ ; kII ∪ kJ ).
Furthermore, the mappings - :B(K1) → B(K1  K2) with -(A; B):=
∧
k∈B -(k)
and V- :B(K2)→ B(K1 K2) with V-(C;D):=
∨
k∈C -(k) are order-embeddings.
The lemma states that the concept lattice B(K1) can be found in B(K1  K2) as
the
∧
-subsemilattice that is generated by the concepts in -(K), and the concept lattice
B(K2) as the
∨
-subsemilattice that is generated by -(K). Both are glued at their
object resp. attribute concepts.
Starting with an atomistic context K:= (G;M; I), it is easy to 4gure out the shape
of the concept lattice of the context of concatenation Kd K: besides a new top and
a new bottom element that can appear, the upper part of the lattice B(Kd K) looks
like the concept lattice of K, and the lower part is like its dual lattice. Both are glued
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Fig. 10. Concept lattice of a concatenation.
by the identi4cation of the atoms of B(K) with the corresponding coatoms of B(Kd),
as it is shown in Fig. 10 by the black points. If we start with a non-atomistic context,
the concept lattice of the concatenation Kd  K can be larger then the glued parts
B(K) and V (Kd). This can be seen for example in the case of Fig. 8.
By these reOections, we have gained an interesting relation between the shape of a
lattice V and the one of the concept lattice VU of the largest extent context (KV )U:
since the concatenation with the atom context KV of V is constructed, the shape of VU
is essentially determined by the concept lattice B(KV ) of the atom context. This lattice
B(KV ) is isomorphic to the sublattice U (A) ⊆ V that is generated by the atoms of
V . It follows that the concept lattice of the largest extent context of a lattice V looks
in the upper part like the sublattice U (A) and in the lower part like U (A)d.
4. Generalized extent contexts
So far, we have only considered the special cases of extent contexts (U; M; IU) where
the (general) objects were the extents of the context (G;M; I). In the applications of
data analysis, the general objects are often classi4ed with regard to other attributes, i.e.
one is interested in a context (U; M; IU) where the set U consists of extents of another
context (G;N; IN ). This leads us to the following notion of a generalized extent context.
Denition 8. For two contexts KM := (G;M; IM ) and KN := (G;N; IN ); the context
(KU)M;N := (U(KN ); M; J ) with
U J m :⇔ ∃g∈U : g IM m
is called the generalized extent context of KM over KN .
With the generalized extent context, we may obtain a richer conceptual structure than
with the class context as it was introduced in Section 2. Fig. 11 shows an example for
the extent context of KM over KN , the contexts represented in Fig. 4. It has the same
set of objects and of attributes, but the relation is determined by the so-called particular
attribute idea. Similarly to Lemma 5, generalized extent contexts can be described by
set representations.
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Fig. 11. Generalized extent context of KM over KN in Fig. 4.
Lemma 10. Let KM := (G;M; IM ) and KN := (G;N; IN ) be two formal contexts and
M:= {mIM ⊆ G |m∈M} the set of all attribute extents of KM . Then; the gen-
eralized extent context (KU)M;N := (U(KN ); M; J ) is isomorphic to the set context
(U(KN );M;T).
Proof. For U ∈U and m∈M; we have
U J m⇔ ∃g∈U : g IM m⇔ U ∩ mIM = ∅ ⇔ UTmIM :
The lemma implies that for the construction of the generalized extent context, it
suPces to know the extents of KN and the attribute extents of KM , and to determine
the relation T on U(KN )×M ⊆ P(G)×P(G). For a further analysis of the generalized
extent contexts, it would by helpful to look for a representation as a concatenation.
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